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Introduction: Martian rocky material available on Earth is only composed of meteorites and is quite limited in terms of mass and numbers. So far, less than 200 kg of material distributed unevenly among around 280 martian meteorites is available, and this limited amount directly impairs the possibility to perform destructive analyses and experiments, such as alteration and hydrothermal experiments. One of the main aspects of the current Mars2020 mission and the following ones is to bring back rock samples from Mars in the next 10 years [1]. However, while we will have a geological context for the samples, the total mass that will be collected will also be limited. It is thus crucial to seek for analogs of martian meteorites [2], not suffering this limitation while bearing specific properties of the martian meteorites. It is important to note that an analog must not need to be perfect but fit for the purpose of the considered experiments.

Methodology: To overcome this problem, we suggest an analogue to a typical non-altered shergottite from a chemical and mineralogical perspective. To do so, we selected 6 of the 7 main mineral phases present in shergottites (Fig. 1) and for each phase we picked multiple pure terrestrial mineral powders selected for their chemistry close to their shergottitic counterparts (Fig. 2). Those mineral phases being terrestrials and coming from only 3 different relatively easy access locations, the assemblage is virtually unlimited.

A version of this SSP (Synthetic Shergottite Powder) analogue has been already used in some hydrothermal experiments for serpentinization and methanation in martian conditions [3]. It has also been proposed for the ExoMars2022 mission lead by ESA as analogue of the rover landing site Oxia Planum as representative of the base and/or capping unit(s) [4].

Fig. 1. Antarctic shergottites average mineral proportions (%vol) [compiled from literature data].

Fig. 2. Chemical poles of the selected pure terrestrial minerals (“X” symbols) and their shergottitic counterparts (other symbols) [compiled from litterature data].